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“Blessed is the man whose 

 strength is in God; 

 in whose heart are His ways”

The Delegation of the GRUN to the Negotiation

Table thanks God for this New Day.
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We began a new Journey of Faith and Hope,

to advance as “Creative Artisans of Peace

and tenacious Promoters of Brotherhood”.

We inform the Nicaraguan Families and the

International Community that yesterday, May 14,

we discussed and moved forward among the

challenges we face due to inconsistencies, given

one day something is agreed, and the following

day it is no longer recognized as agreed.

Difficult is the Way of Peace, we know it,

but we never tire, nor surrender, because

we are Proud Servants of great and good

People  who  deserve  all  the  efforts  to

achieve the best.

We reiterate our obligation to attend with

all respect the Proposals of the Witnesses,

who have requested a coming together of
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Positions, from a sincere and honest reflection

that takes into account all considerations.

As  Nicaraguans,  the  Participants  in  the

Table must promote Patriotic and Christian

Understanding in order to get closer to the

indispensable Agreements, which our People

demand from us.

We trust in Justice and Wisdom as Gifts that

we ask the Holy Spirit to continue pouring, to

advance towards Consensus and Compliance,

according to our Constitution and Laws.

We Move Forward, with Patience and a lot

of Perseverance, as it is demanded by our

Dignified, Blessed and Always Free Nicaragua.

In these Days of Great Patriotic Spirit and of

Great Pride for our National Sovereignty,

we remain unwaveringly committed to the Just,
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to the Worthy, with all the immense Human and

Christian Values of our Culture of Family,

Fraternity,  Spirituality,  Peace,  Motherland

and Future.

“For the Lord God is a Sun and Shield;

 The Lord will give Grace and Glory.

 No good thing will He withhold from them

 that walk uprightly.

 Lord of Hosts,

 Blessed is the man that trusteth in Thee”.

We greet each other with the Heart of Solidarity

that from Heaven, in Words of Immortal Darío,

“beats for Victories” of Peace.

Long live Sandino!

Nicaragua Triumphs

in Peace and Unity!

Managua, Wednesday, May 15, 2019
Delegation of the GRUN
to the Negotiation Table


